
GUERILLA NOTES

Emergency circulating notes were currency printed by the Philippine Commonwealth Government in exile during World
War II. These "guerrilla pesos" were.

More recently, counterfeit overprints have started appearing. This authority was the basis for printing currency
to finance the free government and the resistance force. Czahor's site has just one page of counterfeits, and
many of the images are too small to be useful. On January 9, , resistance officers and provincial officials who
had not surrendered established a "free" government with Conrado D. Enciso as members. Thanks for your
patience! Because the guerilla forces were hampered by a shortage of paper, they often used recycled paper or
paper made from other reconstituted materials. Serial numbers were applied in two different styles of type. See
our web site at coinbooks. Eventually its jurisdiction was established over 34 of the 35 municipalities. The
printing took place in the town of Carmen. I have gotten into a few arguments with dealers who have refused
to even consider the possibility that their notes are counterfeit. There is a similar situation with respect to the
Philippines. Money Fit For a Guerilla As the Japanese Empire spread throughout Southeast Asia in the late s
and early s, it flooded each nation or colony it invaded with new circulating currency to help cement control.
Typewriters, wooden blocks, tires, metal plates and duplicating machines were just some of the methods used.
Note that many items on this retail list are one-of-a-kind or very limited in our inventory. These groups made
their own governments and currency. Therefore we reserve the right to limit quantities of any specific notes.
Unfortunately, many dealers do not want to admit the notes they are selling are counterfeit because, in many
cases, they paid a few hundred dollars for them. As time allows, we will add in additional countries and
material to the list. However, please check on the availability of anything you're interested in as this list is not
updated daily due to time contraints. On September 11, , the Apayao Provincial Board authorized the printing
of currency to provide for the budget for fiscal year  Payment via PayPal is available but limited. Please
include the full list and version number with your email i. The created the majority of bills and were
redeemable after the war. Notes were printed in black on manila paper of varying thickness, except for a few
hundred notes on white paper. However, he is the exception rather than the rule. Get yours now â€” while you
can still find them! Official records of this issue were captured by the Japanese.


